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1. Motive of a study and the purpose 

 

Drainage in the hot spring in the Suwa area. I have thought whether this can be used for something and

have begun a study. An ingredient in a hot spring was checked first. Then a different thing knew the

hot-spring quality only Dokuzawa spa in Shimo-suwa hot spring. I heard that it was dark yellow when

"giraffe lemon" was put in Dokuzawa spa. It was done in a destination to know so what decided the

hot-spring quality of the Dokuzawa spa by this study. 

 

 

 

2 About a reaction with a soft drink and Dokuzawa spa. 

 

Way of 2.1.1 experimental 1 

 

I'd like to know which ingredients are giraffe lemon and the one to which mineral water reacts. So

Dokuzawa mineral water 10mL was put in 10 kinds of seiryou drinking water 10mL (natural water, lemon

carbonated water and a grapefruit from giraffe lemon Iga, stay here, lotus, grape, Wilkinson carbonated

water, Sprite, Mitsuya cider and Wahran Gina French sparkling tap water carbonic acid). 

 

2.1.2 Considered as a result of experimental 1. 

 

5 kinds of that changed into dark yellow in 10 kinds of soft drink. (Giraffe lemon, stay here, lotus grape,

Sprite Mitsuya cider, Wahran Gina French and sparkling) 

 

The included ingredient was common to the soft drink which reacted to dark yellow, and glucose,

ascorbic acid and citric acid. 

 

Way of 2.1.3 experimental 2 

 

Citric acid 1g, ascorbic acid 1g and glucose 1g were put in mineral water 10mL respectively. 

 

As a result of 2.1.4 experimental 2. 

 

Only citric acid changed into dark yellow. 

 

Way of 2.1.5 experimental 3 

 

I ascertain citric acid to be reacting to the iron included in a spa. It was put in solution with the citric acid

which used EDTA (Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid) for experimental 2 for it. 

 

2.1.6 Considered as a result of experimental 3. 
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It changed clearly. I thought so a reaction of experimental 2 had been caused by citric acid for a reaction

of experimental 2. 

 

 

 

Way of 2.1.7 experimental 4 

 

Iron is included in no other Shimo-suwa hot springs. Shimo-suwa hot spring "cotton hot water" put citric

acid 1g in 10ml to make sure of this thing. 

 

2.1.8 Considered as a result of experimental 4. 

 

The color of the cotton hot water water didn't change. I can think a reaction of giraffe lemon is a reaction

only in Dokuzawa spa in the Shimo-suwa area from this thing. So what makes the difference between the

Dokuzawa spa and the other Shimo-suwa hot springs? A fieldwork was performed to settle this question. 

 

 

 

Fieldwork around the Dokuzawa spa 

 

 

 

3. The purpose 

 

Why does Dokuzawa spa include iron much relatively? 

 

Way of 3.1.1 experimental 6 

 

A pack test of the river water extracted at various spots (iron I and iron II) was performed to make sure

which spot included iron much. 

 

As a result of 3.1.2 experimental 6 5 packs of consideration top half is test reaction. 

 

It's considered that the Dokuzawa spa side includes much iron compared with the Suwa Taisha Shrine

Shimosh side on reaching Togawa-river. 

 

Way of 3.1.3 experimental 7 

 

pH of the river water extracted at each spot was measured. 

 

3.1.4 Considered as a result of experimental 7. 

 

Ferromagnetic ion was included much at the spot with the low price of pH. I can think the river water with

the low price of pH includes much iron. 

 

5. Hypothesis 
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There are many faults on which granophyre ran aground (the nature magazine 2017 geological feature

volume of Suwa) on the Dokuzawa side at underground around Dokuzawa. And there were shuttered zone

and altered aureole along the fault. 

 

There was a red Shibusawa layer in the southwest in Dokuzawa, and groundwater was saved. (Shinwada

tunnel toll road construction magazine) a hot spring left the underground in other Shimo-suwa hot springs

by quartz-bearing diorite 283m (Sakai of Shimo-suwa and Kami-suwa). 

 

(Next to Inagaki profit) I thought Shimo-suwa hot spring and Dokuzawa spa were springing from

groundwater of the different depth from this thing. I can think so the hot-spring quality is different. 

 

 

 

5. Problem 

 

I told the water quality-like difference between Dokuzawa spa and other Shimo-suwa hot springs by this

research. But it wasn't possible to make sure of the geological feature-like difference in the underground

where I'm thinking it'll be its cause. A fieldwork is performed and underground close data is collected to

know the location with the groundwater more from now on. The location of the groundwater to which

other Shimo-suwa hot springs belong is checked. 
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